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Introduction.

On December 13, 1880, Darboux presented to the French Academy of

Sciences a note on the contact between curves and surfaces, wnich contains

some very important results, t One of these may be stated as follows : if we

consider all of the sections of a surface made by planes which pass through the

same tangent, the locus of the conies, which osculate these sections at their

common point of contact with the tangent, is a quadric having contact of the

second order with the given surface. Two of these osculating conies moreover

hyperosculate the plane section to which they belong, i. e., have fifth order

contact with it. Finally, there exist (in general) twenty-seven plane sections

through a point of a given surface whose osculating conies have sixth order

contact with them. Darboux also discussed an interesting problem of contact

between a quadric and a given surface, and determined a Steiner surface which

has fourth order contact with the given surface at a given point. He further

proved that the quadric surfaces, the ruled surfaces of the third order and

Steiner's Roman surface of the fourth order are the only ones through every

point of which there passes an infinity of conies lying entirely on the surface.

The other results in Darboux's paper are of a metrical character and do not

concern us here.

Two weeks later Moutard J announced the fact that the same questions

treated by Darboux had been discussed by him in two oral communications

made to the Société philomathique about 1865. The second of these was

concerned with metrical geometry and calls for no discussion in this place.

Moreover no trace of it exists in print. The first however contained pre-

cisely the theorems mentioned above concerning the conies which have con-

tact of the fourth, fifth and sixth order with a given surface at a given point,

•Presented to the Society (Chicago), Jaûuary 1, 1909.

fComptes Rendus, vol. 91 (1880), p. 969. The detailed discussion of these results is to

be found in the Bulletin des Soiences Mathématiques et Astronomiques, 2d series,

vol. 4 (1880), p. 348.
{Comptes Rendus, vol. 91 (1880), p. 1055.
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together with some additional more special remarks which follow from an appli-

cation of these results to surfaces of the third order. These theorems were

communicated by Moutard to Poncelet in a letter, a part of which was

reproduced by the latter in the second volume of his Applicationa d'analyse et

de géométrie. A part of this again was used by Chasles in 1870 in his

Fapport sur le progres de la géométrie. These important theorems dis-

covered by Moutard in 1863, it seems, were practically lost until rediscovered

independently by Darboux in 1880. A very careful search on my part has

failed to show me any trace of these theorems in the standard treatises on the

theory of surfaces, which have appeared since 1880, or in the " Encyklopadie."

Nor have I seen any mention of these results in the general literature of the

subject. Consequently I thought them new when I rediscovered them in the

spring of 1908, and announced them as such at the summer-meeting of the

Society in Urbana. I shall henceforth speak of the first of the above men-

tioned results as the theorem of Moutard.

The method of proof which I have adopted is closely allied to that of

Darboux. But there are several essential points of difference. The tetra-

hedron of reference chosen by me is one whose geometrical significance has been

fully elucidated by my previous work, while that of Dahboux, which is not the

same, was introduced by him in a purely analytic fashion. Since, moreover,

these theorems are necessary parts of any general treatment of the projective

differential geometry of a curved surface, such as has been presented for the

first time in these five memoirs, since other results closely related to them can-

not be presented except in this connection, and since the modifications which

Darboux's theorems undergo in certain important cases are also included in

this treatment it becomes necessary, even at the expense of some repetition, to

publish these new proofs. In this way the concepts of the Moutard-Dakboux

theory can be brought into organic connection with the theory developed by

myself in the first four memoirs. Another method of establishing this con-

nection would consist in obtaining the geometric characteristics of the Dahboux

tetrahedron of reference. This will be left for another paper, as will also the

detailed discussion of the exceptional case when the point of the surface con-

sidered is parabolic. The case in which all points of the surface are parabolic,

i. e., in which the surface is developable, shall however be included in this paper

at least as far as the principal features of the theory are concerned. This

enables us to apply our theorems in detail to all analytic surfaces, including

developables, only special points of certain surfaces being excluded.

§ 1. Darboux's tangents of quadric osculation.

Let P be a point of a surface S, and let Äbea non-vanishing portion of S,

finite or infinite in extent, such that P is one of its interior points, and such
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that the homogeneous coordinates xx, • • •, xt of any point of F may be expressed

as convergent series of positive integral powers of two parameters u and v.

Moreover let the two asymptotic tangents of the surface at P be distinct.    We

shall then say that P is a regular point of the surface.

If we introduce non-homogeneous coordinates

•Ci Vür, *C«

x = -,       y= —,       z = —,

these may be chosen in such a way that one of them, say z, assumes the form of

a series proceeding according to positive integral powers of the other two, x

and y. If, moreover, neither of the asymptotic tangents of P has more than

three consecutive points in common with the surface at P, this series may by a

projective transformation be put into the form

(1) z = xy + $(x> + y>) + ¿¡(Ix* +Jy*)+...*

where I, J, and all further coefficients are absolute invariants of the surface.

Any non-ruled surface will admit of such a development in the vicinity of one

of its regular points.    Darboux \ mentions this development but makes use of

a different one, viz. :

(la) z = xy + x3 + tf + xy(ax2 + by2) -\-,

in the investigations mentioned in the introduction. The form (1) of the devel-

opment is also derived by Tresse J but implicitly is already contained in a few

remarks of Halfhen's in his thesis on differential invariants.

The geometrical significance of the development (1), i. e., the geometrical

definition of the tetrahedron of reference which gives rise to this development is

explained in one of my previous papers.

Obviously the most general quadric involving three arbitrary constants a,

ß,y, which has contact of the second order with S at P is given by an equation

of the form

(2) z = xy + z(ax + ßy + yz),

which gives the development for z

(3) z = xy + xy(ax + 8y) -f xy(ax + ßy)2 + ytfy2 + ■■■.

The projection of the curve of intersection of (1) and (2) upon the xy plane will

be

t(x*+if)-xy(ax + ßy)+ f{(Ix* +Jf)-xy[(ax + ßyy+yxy]+-. ■ = 0 .

This curve has a triple point at P for all values of a and ß. The three tangents

of this triple point will coincide if and only if

•Second memoir.    These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 103.

t Dahboux, 1. c, p. 353.
X A. Tresse.    Sur les inrariaiits différentiels des groupes continus de transformations, Paris, 1893.
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-i, ß=-h;     a=-\6,     ß=-\6;     a=-$02,     ß=-

where 8 is an imaginary third root of unity, while y is not determined at all by

this condition.

We have, therefore, the following results due to Darboux. The most gen-

eral quadric Q which has contact of the second order with S at P contains

three arbitrary constants. It is not possible to dispose of these in such a way

as to have the three tangents of the triple point of the curve of intersection of

S and Q coincide with an arbitrary line, tangent to S at P. If the three

tangents of the triple point coincide at all, they will coincide with one of the

three tangents of S given by the equation,

(4) X> + y*=0.

Moreover, to each of these three tangents there corresponds a single infinity of

quadrics of this kind.

These three tangents are called tangents of quadric osculation. They have

recently been obtained by Segre* from a different point of view.

Obviously we may obtain in this way a family of curves on the surface S,

three of which pass through every regular point. These curves Darboux

denotes as the lines of quadric osculation.

Let

§ 2.     The osculating Steiner surface.

us a.-'rAh!1}        v-*¿hJÚ -t¿hJ^)
w x-cbt(x,u)'      y-9i(x,py      z-9t(x.*y
where

(6) cblt=akX2 + 2hkXp + bku2 + 2glX+2fkp + ck,     (*=1,2,8,4),

be the equations of a Steiner surface, X and m being the parameters which

determine one of its points. It is well known j that any Steiner surface may be

so represented. Since, moreover, the most general Steiner surface depends

upon fifteen arbitrary constants and since the requirement that one surface shall

have contact of the fourth order with a given one is equivalent to fifteen condi-

tions, we may expect to be able to determine one, or at most a finite number of

Steiner surfaces which have contact of the fourth order with S at P. We shall

find that a unique surface of this kind exists.

The equations (5) and (6) may be simplified somewhat without loss of gen-

erality. Let us assume first that the parameters of the point x = y = z = 0 are

X= li = 0.    Then we may put cx = c2 = c3 = 0 and cl = l.    Moreover, let

(7)_ gxA-tofx + o-
*C. Segre. Complementi alta teoría delle tangenti coniugate di una superficie. Rendiconti

della R. Accademia dei Lincei, vol. 17 (1908), series 5*, 2o sem. fase. 9°. Sedute dell' 8

novembre 1908.
t According to Wkikrstbass ; of. Clebsch in Crelle's Journal, vol. 67 (1867).
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Then the quantities

a = 2gxX + 2fxp,        ß = 2g2X + 2f2p,

may be introduced as new parameters in place of X and u and it will still be true

that for a = ß = 0, x, y and a will all vanish. By these assumptions equations

(6) reduce to

9x = a + Axa2 + 2IIxaß + Bxß>,

9l = ß+A2a2 + 2II2aß + B.ß2,

(8)
9i=2G3a + 2F3ß + A3a2 + 2F3aß + B3 ß2,

9i = 1 + 2Gta + 2F,ß + A^a2 + 2Ftaß + Btß2,

where Gt and Ft may moreover be equated to zero. For if they are not zero

the transformation of the parameters given by

d R ß

a-l-Gtd-F^"        p-l-Gia'-Ftß"

will give rise to a system of the same form as (8) but with zeros in the place of

Gt and FA.
If these simplified expressions be substituted for x, y and z in (1), and if the

coefficients of all of the powers of a and ß up to and including those of the

fourth order be equated to zero, the resulting Steiner surface will have contact

of the fourth order with S at P.    The resulting homogeneous equations are

pxx = 576a - 721a2 + 12Jaß - 96/32,

px, = 576/8 - 96a2 + 12Iaß - 72 Jß2,

(9)
px3 = 576a/8,

Pxt = 576 + (V4J- 9F)a2 + (18IJ- 80)aß + (247- 9J2)ß2.

In deducing these formulai we assumed gxf2 — g2fx + 0.    Suppose

9xA ~ 9iA = °        but       9iA - gJi * ° •

We may again assume c, = c2 = c3 = 0, c4 = 1, G4 = F4 = 0.    If we put

2gxX+2fxu = a,        2g3X + 2fu = ß,

we shall have, instead of (8), the system

9x = a+Axa2 + 2Fxaß + Bxß2,

cb2=ka+ A2a2 + 2F2aß + B2ß2,

9s=ß + A3a2+ 2H3aß + B3ß>,

9i = l + Al«2 + 2F4aß + Bi&.
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But it is easy to see that a surface whose equations are of this form cannot have

contact even of the first order with S at P. In fact, its tangent plane at the

point P(a = ß = 0 ) would be
kx — y = 0

instead of z = 0. Finally, both of the determinants gxf2 — g2fx and gxf3 — g3fx

cannot vanish simultaneously since the point P is supposed to be a regular point

for the surface S and therefore also for the osculating Steiner surface. We

may therefore state the following theorem : A unique Foman surface of

Steiner can be determined which has contact of the fourth order with a given

norwuled analytic surface at one of its regular points. Referred to the

canonical tetrahedron the parametric equations of this Steiner surface are

given by equations (9).

We shall refrain from developing in detail the geometric relations between

this Steiner surface and the elements of the canonical tetrahedron, all of which

may be expressed in terms of the invariants I and J.

§ 3.   Osculating conies of plane sections.

Let the behavior of the surface S in the vicinity of the regular point P be

expressed by its canonical development

z = xy+\ (x> + y») + &(£* + Jy>) + ft(Ft*r + bFxxly + lO^x3/

+ lOJT^y + 5F,xy* + Ftf) + ~(Lüx* + oLxx*y + lbL2xftf

+ 20L3xitf + lbL4x2f + 6Lsxtf + L6y*) + ■■-,

the terms up to those of the sixth order being explicitly written down. Con-

sider the intersection of this surface with the plane

(11) z = Xx + p.y, x = y^1, lJL = \-

The projection of this plane section upon the xy plane will be given by the

development

Xx+ py-xy- 3 , (x5 + y») - 4-, (Ix* + Jyl) - ^(F^xf + bFxx*y

+ 10F2x*y2 + 10F3x2y + bFiXy* + Kty*) - ¡, (Lax* + 6Lxx>y

+ WL2x*y2 + 20£,ary + IbL^y* + 6Lsxy> + L6y«)-= 0.

If the secant plane does not contain the z axis, the projection of the osculating
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conic of the plane section will be the osculating conic of the curve (12) in the

xy plane : and conversely, the quadric cone whose vertex is the center of projec-

tion (the point at infinity of the z axis) and whose directrix is the conic oscu-

lating the curve (12) at the origin, will determine as its intersection with the

plane (11) the osculating conic of the plane section considered. To be sure, the

osculating conies of a plane section whose plane contains the z axis escapes this

method of treatment. It may be obtained by choosing a different center of

projection, or more simply by considering it as the limit of a sequence of conies

determined by a sequence of planes which approach coincidence with the plane

considered.

Let

(13) ax2 + 2hxy + by2 + 2gx + 2fy = 0

be the osculating conic of (12). Then this equation (13) must be satisfied to

terms of the fourth order inclusive if the value of y as function of x be substi-

tuted into it from (12). If p, + 0 we may always assume that (12) is capable of

a solution of the form

(14) y = kx + lx2 + mx3 + nx* + pxs + qx* + ■ ■ ■.

If p, vanishes, a similar expression may be found for x in terms of y, unless X

also is equal to zero. But there is no need of considering these cases separately

as it will become evident how the formulae will have to be modified for p, = 0.

Finally if \ = /t = 0, i. e., if the secant plane is the tangent plane, the oscula-

ting conic obviously degenerates and becomes indeterminate. Let us assume

a 4= 0.    The substitution of (14) in (12) will give

*---,      l-~pt       m = -6/i-1(-\3-6\/i+^),

(15) n = 24"-5 [JV - 16a3 - 24V + V + Ipl] ,

pp = n + \1fm + \U2 + \Jk*l + ï|-ïï(a", k),

pq = p + Mm + ik2n+lP+2\J(4k*m+6k2P)+1fo(F, k)'l+^(L, k),

where

(F, k) = F0 + bFxk + 10K2k2 + 10F3tf + bF.k* + F5k\

(F, £•)'- bFx + 20K2k + 30JTSP + 20/iT4F + bK.k*,

(L,k) = L0 + &Lxk + \bL2k2 + 20Z3i3 + XbLJà + 6LF + L6k*.

If we substitute (14) into equation (13) and equate to zero the coefficients of

x, x2, Xs, x* we obtain the conditions necessary for the determination of the

osculating conic.    Upon solution these give
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(17)

where

(18)

a = 2(—li+kmP - k2ln + k2m2) = X2(a- 12/3 - 12V),

b = 2(m2-ln) = p2(a- 12/8-12X»,

h= — ml2+ 2kln-2km2 = Xp(a—18ß + 36XV),

f=P=- 36\V,        g-kl3 = - 36XV,

a = 2(X3- p3)2 + 3\p(JXf + V),

ß=X(JL(X3 + p3).

If p = 0, these formulae give as the osculating conic of a plane section through

one of the asymptotic tangents that tangent counted twice. This same result

is obtained if the development in powers of y be employed which exists in

place of (14) when p = 0, X + 0. If both X and p. vanish, the secant plane is

tangent to the surface and the osculating conic becomes indeterminate. It con-

sists of one of the asymptotic tangents and any other tangent of the surface at

the given point. . The pair of asymptotic tangents in that case constitutes a

degenerate hyperosculating conic.

Let us examine the locus of the osculating conies corresponding to a fixed

tangent, i. e., corresponding to those secant planes for which

(19) l=o
is a constant.    Put

(20) A = 2(c3-l)2 + Zc(Jc4 + I),       B = c(à+1).

If we divide by the common factor p6, the coefficients of the equation of the

projection of the osculating conic become

a = c2p[Ap-12(B + c)],        b = p[Ap-12(B + ci)],

(21)
'    h = c(Ap2-lSBp+36c2),       /=-36c>,        sr=-36cy.

The locus of these conies is found by eliminating p between the equations

(22) ax2 + 2hxy + by2 + 2gx + 2fy = 0,        z = p(cx + y),

where, a, h, 6, (/./are given by (21).    The result is

(23) At - 72c3r¿ - 12(c2 + Bc)xz - 12(c* + B)yz + 12c3xy = 0,

so that the required locus is a quadric surface, which, as may be easily verified,

is never a cone unless c = 0 or oc, in which cases it degenerates into the tan-

gent plane counted twice. We have thus proved the theorem of MoCTARD

for the case of a noa-ruled surface. Since (23) is of the sixth degree in c, we

see that six quadrics of this kind pass through an arbitrary point of space which
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is not in the tangent plane. All of these quadrics have contact of the second-

order with S at the origin, as they are included in the form (2). We may

express these results as follows. Consider the section of a non-ruled surface

S made by a plane passing through one of its regular points P. The conic

which has fourth-order contact with tliis plane section at P generates a quadric

surface if the plane turns about a fixed tangent of the surface at P as axis.

Thus there corresponds a unique quadric surface to every tangent of the surface

at P. Each of these quadrics has second order contact with S, and six of them

pass through an arbitrary point of space which is not in the tangent plane.

Leaving aside the case when one of the quadrics degenerates into the tangent

plane counted twice, there exists no cone among them.

We proceed to complete these considerations by studying the plane section of

the surface S made by a pencil of planes whose axis passes through P, but is

not a tangent of the surface.

Let

(24) z = Xx + py,        or        X3z = Xxx + X2y

be the equation of a plane which contains the point whose coordinates in the non-

homogeneous canonical system are a, ß, y.    Then we shall have the relation

(24«) y=Xa + pß,        7 + 0,

between X and p, where of course only the ratios of a : ß : y are of importance.

This plane intersects the tangent plane in the straight line

(25) z = 0,        Xx+ py = 0,        where        Xa + pß = y,

and the osculating conic of its intersection with S will be the intersection of the

plane (24) with the Moutard quadric which belongs to the tangent (25). We

may write the equation of the plane (24) as follows

7 — Xa
(26) z=Xx + 1—0— y.

The Moutard quadric of the tangent of S in which (26) intersects the

tangent plane is given by (23) if the value of c which occurs in that equation

be equated to
X ßX

(2?) C = -p = y-X«'

The intersection of (26) and this quadric is the osculating conic of the plane

section considered. The elimination of X between (23), (26), and (27) will give

the equation of the locus of the osculating conies of the plane sections of S

determined by the pencil of planes considered.

We find
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(28) e-   ™~ßz
v    ' — yx + az

which may be substituted in (23) to obtain the required locus, which is of the

eighth order. It will be convenient however to introduce a new system of non-

homogeneous coordinates by putting

(29a) f= — yx + az,       v = yy — ßz,       f=z,

or

(296) »_!(_£ + «£),        y = ±(v + ßt;),        z = £,

a transformation which is equivalent to choosing as f axis the axis of the given

pencil of planes without changing the x or y axes.

If this be done, the equation of the required locus becomes

?2[272£6+ Zy(yJ-4a)?n - 24ßy?n2 + 4(18a/8 - y2)Pn3

- 24ay?vt + oy(yI- eß)& + 27V] + ?[- 7272fV

+ 127^7? - 24(7 + 3/8)£V + 24(7 + 3a)?v*-12yW]

-27fV = 0.

(30)

It may be verified that this surface of the eighth order, Sg, has a septuple point

at the origin and is therefore rational. The Ç axis is a sextuple line, while the

f and r) axes are both double lines of the surface. The two planes that are

tangent to the two sheets of Ss which intersect along the £ axis are fixed, i. e.,

they do not vary with the point of contact. The same is true of the two tan-

gent ¿lanes which belong to any point of the r¡ axis. One of these tangent

planes moreover is the plane f = 0, tangent to S at P. The other two planes

containing the f and w axis respectively are

(31a) 7? + 6V = 0        and        7? - 6£ = 0,

or returning to the canonical system of coordinates

(316) 6yy + (y - 6ß)z = 0,        Gyx + (y — 6a)z = 0.

Since, moreover, the intersection of the £n plane with S6 consists of the £

and r¡ axis each counted four times, the !jr¡ plane is a stationary tangent plane

of Ss along the entire £ and n axes. The surface Ss has no other nodal points

than those indicated.

Referred to the canonical tetrahedron, (30) is homogeneous with respect to

a, ß, 7, as it should be.
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We are in a position to express more clearly than formerly the significance

of the canonical system of coordinates. The tetrahedron of reference requires

no further discussion, but the unit point of the system was defined in a some-

what indirect way.* Let us now consider the surface Ss whose axis is the

z axis. Its equation is obtained from (30) if we put the ratios of a : y and ß : y

equal to zero.    The two planes (316) then reduce to

(32) 6y + z = 0,        6x + z = 0.

Their line of intersection intersects the canonical quadric of the point P of the

surface S,
z = xy

in the origin and the further point

x=— 6,        y=— 6,        z = 36.

Let us speak of the surface Ss which is determined by any line I through P a«

a surface of osculating conies ; let I be called its axis and let the two planes

(316) be called its singular tangent planes.    We find the following result.

The unit point of the canonical system of coordinates is chosen in auch a

way that the second point which the aingular tangent planes of that surface

of osculating conies, whose axis is the directrix of the second kind, have in

common with the canonical quadric shall have as its coordinates the values

x==—6,        y = — 6,        z = 36.

If (13) is the equation of the projection of the osculating oonic of one of the

plane sections of the surface S, its coefficients are given by (17) or (21). If the

development (14) for y be substituted in the left member of (18), the resulting

power-series will have zero coefficients for its first five terms. Let C4 and Ct

denote the coefficients of x6 and xe in this power series.    Then

Gs = 2fp + 2hn + 2(kn+ lm)b,

Gt = 2fq + 2hp + (2kp + 2ln + m*)b.
We find from (15)

2"=ÏW~7 K-*"' *) f-e-10Xs+2bJXip+ 10xW+bIp*-200Xsp+ 20pt-12QXp2],

?=^—8[(i, /fe)/u7+35«A«-20«7xy+15/xy-6(ir, k)'Xpl+6(F, k)p*

-420X5+450«7XV+240xy+30V-2400XV+120/u4-720XAi,!].

Consequently we shall have

♦Second memoir.    These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 110.
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k = -c,        *--£,        »*=¿[(l-c3)/í-6c],

n = M¿sl(Jci + I)p2 + 4(l-4c>)p-24c],

(35) p = ~^i[(F,k)p3+(-10c>+2bJci+lQc2+5I)p2+b(-40c3+4)p-120c],

2=72Ô75[(i' i)M<+ {35Jb6-20«/c3+ lbIcf-6 (F, k)'c+6(F, k)} p3

+(-420c5+450e/c4+240c2+30i>2+(-2400c3+120)/u-720c].

It will be convenient to make use of the relation

(36) h + kb = 6 (c5 - c2)p + 36c3

in computing C6.

We find

A=-~c75=[20(c3-l)3-18c2(Jff', -c)+45c(c3-l)(/+t/b4)]/i2

-180c[c6-l + c(Jc4-I)]p+S60c2(c3-l),

(37) M=720/*4c76=[-72(Z,,-c)ç3+72(Jrr, -c)(c3-l)c2-60c(Jb4+7) J.

+ 20(c3-l)2A]p3+ [432(if, -c)'ci+4320ef(Jcl+I)-1080c2(Jci+I)

+ 1200c(c9-1)-3600c4(c3-1)]mî+[-15120J'c7+6480/c3-12960c8

-8640c2(c3-l)>+25920cli-17280cî.

For a given value of c, there are two values of p for which A becomes equal to

zero. In other words, through every tangent of the surface there can be jtassed

two planes in general different from the tangent plane, such that their inter-

sections with the sutfiace shall be hyperosculated by their osculating conies.

It is easy to verify that through every line which contains the given point F of

the surface S, and which is not tangent to S at P, there pass nine such planes.

Consequently, all of the planes whose intersections with the surface S are hyper-

osculated by their osculating conies at the point P, generate a cone of the ninth

class, which has the tangent plane as a septuple plane. The elements, along

which this cone touches the tangent plane, are the asymptotic tangents, each of

which counts as two, and the three Darboux tangents of quadric osculation.

Among the plane sections just considered, for which Gb = 0, there will be

sonie for which C6 also vanishes. Their osculating conies will have seven con-

secutive points in common with them. They are determined by the simul-

taneous equations A = M = 0.    It seems desirable, however, to replace the
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(38)

equation M = 0 which is not symmetrical with respect to / and J, by the

equation

N  =M-60cA = 0
which is symmetrical.    Put

D =20(c3-l)3-18c2(A% -c) + 4bc(c3-l)(I+Jc*),

F = -180[c"-l + c(t/c4-i")],       .F=360(c3-1),

D'= -12(L, -c)e?+12(F, -c)c2(c3-l)-60c(Jc*+I)A+20(c3-l)2A,

F = 4Z2(F, -c)'c3 + 1080(A% - c)c2 + 1620c(c3 + l)(Jc* ■*■1),

F' = - 4320c («7c4 + I) - 2160c' - 8640c3 - 2160,

G'= 4320(^ + 1).

Then the two conditions for seven-pointic conies become

Dp2 + Fcp + Fc2 = 0,

D'ß3 + F'cp2 + F'âp + G'c3 = 0.
Let us put

(40)

so that (39) become

(41)

(39)

P — —
m

D + Ecm + Fc2m2 = 0,

D' + F'cm + F'êm2 + G'c3 m3 = 0.

We may eliminate cm between these two equations by Sylvester's dialytic

method.    The resultant is

F

(42) A =

D

0

0

D'

0

F

D

0

F'

D'

E

D

F'

0

F

F

G

F   F'

0

0

F

0

&

= 0,

which is certainly not of degree higher than 33 in c, as may be seen at once by

noting that D, E, F are of degrees 9, 6, 3 and D', E', F', G of degrees 12,

9, 6, 3 respectively. We shall see, however, that A is really only of the thir-

tieth degree in c, and that it has c3 as a factor. So that after division by this

factor, there will remain an irreducible equation of the twenty-seventh degree.

We shall show first that A contains c3 as a factor. Let us put cm = u in

(41) and interpret u and c as cartesian coordinates. The two curves (41) will

have the point c = 0, u = £ in common, as is easily verified. In fact for c = 0,

both equations are satisfied by a = J and by no other common value of u.

Let us put
« — i = v.
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The two equations become

(43) d + ev+fv2=0,       d + e'v +/V + «7V = 0,
where

d = D + \E + ^F,       e = E+\F,      f=F,

(44) d' = D + \F + ^F + ,fc G,       e' = E' + %F + & G',

f' = F + $G',       g'=G.

If these coefficients be developed with respect to powers of c, we shall find

d= - 151c - 18F0c2 + (70 + ÇOF^c3 +■■-,

e = 60 + 180/c + 120c3 + • • •,       /= - 360 + 360c3,

(45) d = 90/c + (108^ - 180/2)c2 - (72£0 + 180FX + 300)c3 + ■ ■ -,

e = 360 + 180/c + 1080A>2 - (3240JT, - 2520)c3 + .. -,

/' = - 4320/c - 6480c3,       g = 4320 + 4320c3.

We may now obtain from either equation of (43) a development for v in powers

of c, and we shall find that these two developments agree up to the terms of the

second order inclusive.    These common terms of the developments are

v = \Ic + ^(ZoF,-4bF)c2...;

the terms of the third order in the two developments do not agree in general.

We see, therefore, that the two curves (41) have contact of second order at the

point c = 0, u = \ , consequently this point counts as three among the inter-

sections of the two curves, and A must contain c3 as a factor. In the same way,

it may be shown, and moreover it can be seen without further computation, that

c = 00 must be a triple root of the equation A = 0, i. e., the coefficients of the

three highest powers of c in A must vanish. The éliminant of the equations

(41), therefore, reduces to the twenty-seventh degree, The three roots c = 0

and c = oc, which have just been removed from (42), obviously do not give

proper solutions of the problem under consideration. The other twenty-seven

do. In fact, if the surface considered were a cubic, a conic having seven-

pointic contact with it would have to be entirely upon the surface. But owing

to the existence of twenty-seven straight lines upon a cubic surface, there exists

upon it a family of conies, of which twenty-seven pass through every point.

Since in this special case twenty-seven seven-pointic conies actually exist, we

see that our éliminant of the twenty-seventh order contains no factors strange

to the problem. We conclude therefore that the following theorem is true:

At a regular point of a non-ruled surface twenty-seven conies may be con-

structed having contact of the sixth order with it.
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The discriminant of the equation A = 0, after removing the extraneous factor

o2, is of the twelfth degree in c. Consequently there are twelve tangents

through a regular point of a non-ruled surface for which the two hyper-

08culating cónica coincide.

§ 4.  Osculating and hyperosculating cónica at a regular point of a ruled

aurface.

If the surface S under consideration is a ruled surface the development (10)

breaks down.    We may write in that case

(46) z = xy + x3 + F,x* + Fxx*y + F^y2 + ^L(x, y) + ■■-,*

where

(47) L(x, y) m L0x< + 6Lxx*y + lbL2x*y* + 20L3xtyi + IbLrfy*,

the terms involving yh and y" being necessarily absent. More generally, if we

denote by un the terms of the nth degree in the development (46), the coefficients

of yn and yn_1 in un must be equal to zero. In fact, if the coefficients of yn were

not zero, the line x = z = 0 which is a generator of the rided surface could not

be upon it. If the coefficient of y"~l were not equal to zero, the planes which

contain this generator g, each of which is tangent to the surface at one of the

points of g, could not be projectively related to their points of contact.

(Chasles's correlation.)

As before, let us cut the surface by a plane

z = Xx + py,

and consider the projection of the curve of intersection

Xx + py — xy-x3 — A0xs — Fxx*y — F2x?y2 - q-,L(x, y)-= 0.

We shall find
y = kx + lx2 + mx3 + nx* + pxs + qxs + • • •.

where
X X _p2-X _p2 — X

k=-~,        l--2,       m-—3-,        n-    ^    ,

(48) p = 1 (J5>4 + F2X2p2 - FfXp3 + p2-X),
r*

q=^[^Q^(L,--^+FQ^-2FxXp3 + ZF2X2p2+u2-X^,

♦Third Memoir.   These Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 299.
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and where (L, — X/p) denotes L( 1, —X/p). The projection of the osculating

conic becomes

(49) oo;2 + 2hxy + by2 + 2gx + 2fy = 0

where

(50) a = 2c2p(p-2c),    6 = 2p(p- c),    h = c(p - c)(2p- c),

f=—c3p, g= — c4p, c = X/p.

The locus of the osculating conies of all the sections whose planes pass

through a fixed tangent, (X/p = c), is again a quadric surface, viz.;

(51) z2 — (2c2x+cy + c3)z + c3xy = 0.

We see that three of these quadrics pass through any point of space which

is not in the tangent plane, while in the case of a non-ruled surface there were

six. As in the general case, none of these quadrics is a cone except in the case

when it degenerates into the tangent plane counted twice.

Consider the plane sections of S whose planes have in common a fixed line I

through the given point P when I is not a tangent of the surface. As in the

general case, we denote by a, ß, y the coordinates of any point of this line I and

put
£=— 7X+OZ,        n = yy — ßz,        £=z,        7+°-

The locus of the osculating conies of these plane sections is the quintic surface

(52) ?2 [rfP- 2ayÇr,2- ßy?v + afltf] + {frfY- yW~ ßW+ <V] - h*= 0,

which has the origin as a quadruple point and is therefore rational, which has

the given line I as a triple line, and which has the asymptotic tangent t of S at

P as a double line. Moreover, the two sheets of the quintic (52) which have

the points of t in common are tangent to each other and to the tangent plane

of S throughout the entire extent of t.

We find in this case

C5 = -' [- (2 + -8.C* - Fxc? + F2c*)p2 + 3cM - c2] ,

(53) G6 = ~ [ {2 - 22T0c2 + 2Ä-.C3 - 2A>4 - ^c3(L, -c)}p3

+ (_ 10c + 2^c4 - 4F2cs)p2 + 12c2p - 4c3].

Consequently there exist again two sections through every tangent, whose oscu-

lating conies hyperosculate them. There are four tangents through P such

that these hyperosculating conies coincide. The conies which have seven-point

contact with the ruled surface at P are obtained by. equating Cs and C6 simul-

taneously to zero.    Put again
c

/* = ->
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so that the conditions C5 = C6 = 0 become

Z>-3m + m2=0,

(54)
D' + E'u + 12u2-4u3=0,

where

D = 2+F0c2-Fxc3 + F2c\

(55) D'= 2 - 2F0c2 + 2Fxc3-2F2c*-~(L, - c),

F'-10 + 2A"1c3-4Jff"2c4.

The resultant of (54) is

(56) D(E' + 4D)2+o-D'(E' + 4D) + D'2 = 0,

which is of the fourteenth degree, but may be easily shown to contain c2 and no

higher power of c as a factor if

(57) 720JT,-Z0 + 0.

We may therefore state our result as follows : At a regular point of a ruled

surface there can be constructed, in general, twelve conies having contact of the

sixth order with the surface.

If the surface is a developable, the expansion of its equation in the vicinity

of an ordinary point may be written in the form *

(58) z=x2+ Fx3y+ g-, (¿0x6+ 6Lxxsy+ lbL2x4y2+20L3x3y3+lbL4x2yi)+

where F may be supposed to be equal to unity or zero, according as a certain

differential invariant of the fourth order is or is not different from zero. In

the latter case however there will, in general, be present in the development also

one of the terms of the fifth order. We shall find incidentally the significance

of the vanishing of this differential invariant of the fourth order as a conse-

quence of the considerations which follow.

If we maintain the same notations as in the other cases, we shall find, assum-

ing that the secant plane does not pass through the generator, (p +- 0 ),

X T     1 n XF
k =-,        í = —,        m = 0,        n=-r-,

P P P2

(69) F 1

r = p"     ? = 72o^(z,'*)'
whence we obtain

(60) a = 2(Fc3p2-l),      b = 2Fcp2,     h = 2Fc2p2,     f=p,     g = cp

♦This is essentially the form of development given by Darboux.    But this may be further

simplified in the terms of the sixth order and the geometry of the transformation suggests a

number of questions which will be left for a future occasion.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. ¡80
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as the coefficients of the equation of the projection of the osculating conic of the

section of the developable made by the plane

z = Xx + py,

if X/p be denoted by c. The locus of the osculating conies, as the secant plane

turns around a fixed tangent t determined by the ratio X/p = c, is again a

quadric surface

(61) cFz2-x2+z=0,

which, however, in this case, is a cone, and its vertex is a point on the y axis,

which is independent of the value of c. The geometrical significance of the y

axis in the development (58) is therefore apparent. It is of interest to notice

that we obtain a single infinity of curves on the developable defined projectively,

if we associate with each of the points of the surface as direction of progress the

line which joins it to the vertex of the associated cones.

If we consider the osculating conies of the sections of the developable S

that are made by a plane turning around a fixed line I which passes through

the point P of the surface, but which is not tangent to S at P, we shall find

as its locus a ruled surface of the third order ( a Oayley cubic scroll ) if F is

different from zero.

If F vanishes, this surface degenerates into a plane and a quadric cone.

This, then, is the significance of the vanishing of the differential invariant of the

fourth order which was mentioned above.

We find

(62) ¿C5 = f(l-4fcc>2),        C, = ,l,(L, -c)-4Fc2.

Consequently ¿here will be, as in the general case, two plane sections through a

fixed tangent whose osculating conies hyperosculate it, if F + 0.    Since the

condition C6 = 0 is of the fourth degree in c, and to each of these values the

condition C5 = 0 makes correspond two values of /i, we see that there will be

eight conies which have contact of the sixth order with a developable at any

one of its ordinary points.

Thk University op Illinois,

URBANA, February 15, 1909.


